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Abstract
Raman spectra are reported for crystalline anorthite (An), calcium Tschermak's pyroxene (CaTs), gehlenite(Geh), and glassesof CaAl2Si2Os(An), CaAlAlSiO6(CaTs), and
CazAlAlSiOz (Geh) composition. A small degreeof Si-Al disorder in anorthite is indicated
by the presenceof weak Si-O-Si antisymmetricstretchingmodes in its spectrum.The
spectrumof the glass of An compositionclosely resemblesthat of crystalline An. This
correspondence indicates that the predominant species in An glass is composed of a
random network of four-membered rings of TOa tetrahedra (where T : Si or Al). The
spectraof glassesof CaTs and Geh compositionsdo not resemblethe spectraof their
respectivecrystals.
In the spectrum of glass of CaTs composition the y,(T-O-T) band appears at lower
frequency (-564 cm-') than the z"(T-O-T) band of crystalline CaTs (651 cm-'). The
2,,(T-O-T) bands in the 900-1200 cm-r region are also at lower frequencies and are
relatively stronger than the zu,(T-O-T) bands in the glass of An composition. The lower
frequency of the zu,(T-O-T) is due to an increasein Al/Si from I in An glass to 2 in CaTs
glass. The increasein the relative intensity of the zu,(T-O-T) bands is due to nonbridging
oxygens.The presenceof free Ca2* ions, and possiblya small amount of Al3* in six-fold
coordination,is responsiblefor these nonbridgingoxygensin the glass.
In the spectrum of glass of Geh composition the z,(T-O-T) band appears at lower
frequency(552cm-t) than in the spectrumof crystallineGeh (626cm-r). The shift of the
band toward lower frequencies in the spectrum of the glass of Geh composition indicates
that most of the Al3+ ions are tetrahedrally coordinated and act as network formers. A
strongband at -896 cm-rin the spectrumof Geh glassis attributedto the presenceof an
appreciableamount of SiOX- groups in the glassnetwork. The structureof glassof Geh
compositionis thus highly polymerizedwith CaAlzOr presentin the network. The 0.33
nonbridging oxygen per network-forming cation (Si-Al), as required by the stoichiometry
of the glassto charge-balance
the Ca2* ion, existsin the form of SiOX-groupsin the glass
network.
Introduction

oxide, Alr* can assume the role of either a networkforming or a network-modifying cation in aluminosilicate
On the basis of geometrical packing, aluminum has an melts. As a tetrahedrally coordinated cation within a
ionic radius intermediate between the optimum radii for
silicate network, Al3+ is typically associated with a
four-fold and six-fold coordination (Hess, 1980).In this chargebalancingcation such as an alkali or alkaline-earth
senseand also due to the amphoteric nature of aluminum cation. It has been suggested that when pressure is
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applied to aluminosilicate melts some or all of the Al3+
may changeto highercoordinations(Waf, 1975;Kushiro,
1976, 1978; Mysen, 1976; Mysen and Virgo, 1978;
Boettcher, 1981).It has beenfurther proposedthat such
changesin coordinationof Al3+ would depolymerizethe
melt, thus lowering its viscosity and diminishing the
stability of highly polymerizedliquid melts (Waff, 1975;
Kushiro, 1975).Structuralinvestigationsof melts ofjadeite (Sharma et al., 1979; Hochella and Brown, 1981),
spodumene(Sharmaand Simons, l98l), and albite (Hochella and Brown, l98l) compositionsquenchedfrom
higher pressure(P < 40 kbar), however, indicate that
Al3* ions remain tetrahedrally coordinated in these
quenchedmelts. These observationsimply that mechanismsother than a changein the Al3* coordinationfrom
four- to six-fold may be responsiblefor the observed
decreasein viscosity and increase in density at high
pressures(Sharmaet al., 1979;Sharmaand Simons,l98l;
Hochellaand Brown, 1981).
To aid in understandingthe role of Al3* in aluminosilicate melts, Raman spectra of anorthite (An,
CalvAlrsiror), calcium Tschermak's pyroxene (CaTs,
cavlAlrvAlsio6), and gehlenite(Geh, calvAllvAlsior),
in both crystallineand glassystates,have beenmeasured
in the presentwork. These aluminum-richcompositions
were selectedbecauseAl3+ ions have diferent structural
roles in crystalline phasesand becausethese compositions representimportant rock-forming minerals. In anorthite crystals, Al3+ ions act as network formers, are
charge-balanced
by Ca2+,and obey the aluminum-avoidancerule, i.e., have a high degreeof Al and Si ordering
(Kempsteret al., 1962;Megaw et al.,1962).In CaTs, half
the Al3+ ions are six-fold coordinated, acting as network
modifiersand providing charge-balance
to the remaining
half of the aluminum ions, which are four-fold coordinated (Okamuraet al., 1974;Grove and Burnham, 1974).In
crystallinegehlenite,both types of Al3+ ions are four-fold
coordinated,with Al3* at the site of symmetry4 actingas
network modifiers and providing charge-balanceto the
other A13+ions that are part of the (AlSiOT)dimers. By
examiningthe Raman spectraof crystalline anorthite and
CaTs, the efect of Al3+ in four-fold and six-fold coordination on the spectraof these aluminum-richmineralscan
be evaluated.Study of the Ramanspectrumof gehlenite,
on the other hand, provides a unique opportunity to
evaluate the efect of a four-fold coordinated All+ acting
as a network modifier, i.e., not charge-balancedby
anothercation. Furthermore,a direct comparisonof the
Ramanspectraof glassesof An, CaTs,and Geh compositions with the spectraof isochemicalcrystalscan provide
a better understandingof their local structures.
The Ramanspectrumof crystallineanorthitewas studied by Fabel er al. (1972)and McMillan et al. (1982).
Yirgo et al. (1979a)reported unpolarized Raman spectra
of glassesof An and CaTs compositionsand proposed
that Al3+ ions are present in fourfold coordination in both
the glasses.On the basis of polarized Raman spectra of

glasses of CaTs and Geh composition, Piriou and Alain
(1979) suggested that these glass spectra are characteristic of disordered- and ordered-chain structures, respectively. Taylor and Brown (1979) studied the structure of
An glass by X-ray radial distribution function (RDF)
analysis and proposed that the glass is composed offourmembered rings of TO+ tetrahedra (where T : Si or Al)
similar to those existing in crystalline feldspars.
Measurements of Raman spectra of crystalline An,
CaTs, and Geh as well as polarized spectra of glasses of
An, CaTs, and Geh composition synthesized at I atm are
reported here. The Raman spectrum of crystalline CaTs is
measured for the first time. For crystalline An, the higher
resolution and low background from the sample used in
this study resulted in a record of the spectrum below 100
cm-l as well as resolution of the band structure in the
1000-1200 cm-1 region.
Experimental

methods

Glassesof the compositionsCaAl2SiuOs(An), CaAlAlSiO6
(CaTs), and Ca2AlAlSiOz(Geh) were prepared with appropriate
oxides and carbonatesof high purity. After decarbonation, the
mixturesof An, CaTs, and Geh compositionswere kept at 1575',
1575",and 1640'C, respectively, for I hr and subsequently
quenched in air. A sample of glass of CaTs composition
quenchedfrom 1600'C,obtainedfrom Prof. JamesF. Hays of
Harvard University,consistsof glass,corundum,p-Al2O3,or all
three phases (Hays, 1966). The glass fragment free from
crystalline inclusions that was used for Raman measurements
was analyzedwith an electron microprobe and was found to have
a cationiccompositionof CaAll,eSi6ee.Becausethe composition
of this glassis close to that of CaTs, the glassis referred to in the
text asa glassof CaTscomposition.It should,however,be noted
that the glassis deficientin aluminumand consequentlyhasfree
ca2* (0.05M).
Anorthite and gehlenitewere crystallized from their respective
glassesat 1000'Cat I atm over a period of48 hr. Thesesamples
were kindly provided by Prof. E. F. Osbornof the Geophysical
Laboratory. Crystalline CaAlAlSiO6 was prepared by
crystallizing glass of CaTs composition at 20 kbar and 1400'C
(Hays, 1966)for 24 hr in a solid-media, high-pressureapparatus
(Boyd and England, 1960).The identifications of the synthetic
gehlenite, anorthite and CaTs were verified by powder X-ray
difraction.
Raman spectra were recorded at room temperature with a
Jobin-Yvon Raman spectrometer (HG . 2S). Samples were
excited with the 488.0-nmline of an Ar+ laser with laser power of
about 500mW at the sample.Scatteredradiation was collected at
90' to the exciting beam. The spectraof the crystalline materials
were recorded from the powdered samples in glass capillary
tubes. Polarized spectra of the quenched glass fragments
mounted on metallic needleswere obtained with the electric
vector of the exciting radiation in vertical orientation. A
polarizer sheet in front of an optical scrambler was used to
analyze separately the parallel (1 ) and perpendicular (1r)
componentsof scatteredradiation. (For a detailed description of
the Raman apparatus, see Sharma, 1978).The quenched glass
samplesused in the present study were not annealed.Presence
of thermalstressesin thesesamples,especiallyin the glassesof
CaTs and Geh composition, tend to scramblesomewhat the
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polarization of the scattered radiation. As a result, 1, spectra
may contain a small contribution from the Iil component.For this
reason these spectra are not used for estimating quantitatively
the values of depolarization ratios (p = IllI,) of various bands.
The quality of these spectra is, however, good enough for
diferentiating between polarized (0 = p < 314)and depolarized
(p = 3/4) bands.

Results and discussion
The Raman spectra of crystalline An and glass of An
composition are shown in Figure 1. The spectra of
crystalline CaTs and glass of CaTs composition are
depicted in Figure 2. The Raman spectra of crystalline
Geh and glassof Geh compositionare shown in Figure 3.
The frequencies of Raman bands and their observed
spectral characteristics in the spectra of crystalline
phases and glasses are summarized in Tables I and 2,
respectively.The assignmentof various modes into lattice-like modes and molecularJike modes in Table I is
only an approximation,especiallyin the case of the An
spectrumwhere most of the modes are strongly coupled.
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Fig. 2. Raman spectra of crystalline calcium Tschermak's
pyroxene and of glass of approximately the CaTs composition.
For symbols and experimental conditions refer to Fig. l.
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Fig. l. Raman spectra of crystalline anorthite and of glassof
the composition CaAl2Si2Os.11 and 1. on the glass spectra,
respectively, refer to the spectra recorded with the electric
vector of the scatteredlight parallel to and perpendicularto the
electricvector of the laser beam (laser488.0mm, Ar+ ion, 500
mW, slit widths 3.5 cm-r for the crystalspectrumand 8 cm-r for
the glass spectra).
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Fig. 3. Raman spectra of crystalline gehleniteand of glass of
CaAlAlSiOr composition. For symbols and experimental
conditions refer to Fig. 1. (Asterisk marks a plasmaline from the
laser.)
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Table 1. Ramanfrequencies*(cm-r) of crystals
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Crystalline anorthite (CaAlzSizOr), a member of the
feldspar family, belongs to the triclinic space group Pl
(Cl) with Z = 8, andis believed to transform on heatingto
a body-centered structure Cl (Cl) with Z : 8 (Smith,
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1974). Within the accuracy of X-ray crystal-structure
determination,there is no Al-Si disorder because Al
atoms alternate with Si atoms (Kempster et al., 1962;
Megaw et aL., 1962).From factor-group analysis, 156A,
+ 156Au optic modes are predicted for primitive anorthite, and 78 Au + 78 Au optic modesfor body-centered
anorthite (White, 1975),where all g modes are Raman
active and u modes are infrared active.
In the Raman spectrum of crystalline An, only 27
modeswere observed(Table l). In the infrared spectrum
(60-1300cm-r range),only 35 bandswere observed(Iishi
et al., l97l). The frequenciesof the observed Raman
bands do not coincide with the frequencies of infrared
bands reported by Iishi et al. (1971), as is expected
because of the centro-symmetricspace group of this
mineral. The observed number of Raman and infrared
bands is, however, much smaller than the predicted
number of modes. Accidental degeneraciesand weak
intensities may be responsiblefor the observation of
fewer bands. It is also likely that the much smaller
pseudo-cellin crystalline An determinesthe vibrational
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spectrum.White (1975)comparedthe Raman spectraof
feldsparsand pointed out that, although additional bands
are required in the spectrum for a large unit cell in highcalcium plagioclase crystals, the frequencies of these
bandsfall into setsthat nearly match the modesof a much
smaller structural unit.
The strongestband at 503 cm-l in the spectrum of
crystalline An correspondsto motion of the oxygen atom
along a line bisecting the T-O-T angle (where T : Si or
Al) (seeGaleener,1979;Galeenerand Mikkelsen, 1981)
and is characteristic of the feldspar structure, which
contains four-membered rings of tetrahedra. This symmetric stretch [2,(T-O-T)] mode appearsas the strongest
band at 506 cm-r in low albite and at 513 cm-rin
orthoclase (White, 1975).These data imply that changes
in cation and Si/Al in feldspar have little influence on the
position of the z,(T-O-T) band. In the Raman spectra of
coesite,a silica polymorph whose smallestring contains
four tetrahedra (Zoltai and Buerger, 1959), the
z.(Si-O-Si) mode appears as the strongest band at 521
cm-r (Sharmaet al., 1981).Table 3 summarizesthe
observed frequencies of the y,(T-O-T) bands for framework aluminosilicateswith the smallestrings containing
four, five, and six TO4 tetrahedra.It is evident from Table
3 that, although there appears to be some fluctuation in
the z,(T-O-T) band position for a given ring size, a trend
emergesindicating an appreciableincreasein the frequency of z,(T-O-T) with reduction in the ring size among
crystalsof isochemicalcompositions.
The highest frequency modes in the 900-1200cm-t
region that give rise to relatively weak Raman bands but
strong infrared bands are associatedwith the motion of
the oxygen atom along the line parallel to T-T and are
assignedto the antisymmetric stretch [z,r(T-O-T)] mode.
'
The zu.(T-G-T) mode involves motion of both O and T
atoms (for similar assignmentin SiO2 glass see Bell and
Dean, 1970; Galeener, 1979). The seven well-defined
Ramanbandsin the 900-1200cm-r region (Fig. 1, Table
1)of the spectrumof crystalline An reflect the high degree

of Al-Si ordering in the anorthite crystal. By comparing
the infrared spectra of natural feldspars and synthetic
isomorphousmaterials in which Ga3* was substitutedfor
Al3*, and Gea* for Si4+,Iishi et al. (1971)found that the
highest frequency bands can be attributed to nearly pure
2".(Si-O-Si) (AJ modesand the bands at relatively lower
frequenciesto zu"(Si-O-Al) (,4,) modes. In the spectrum
of crystalline An, these bands, uu,(Ae),appear at 1124,
1072,1044,998,974,949,and 9()8cm-r (Table l).
On the basis of theoretical model calculations of the
frequency and normal modes of vibration for vitreous
silica, Bell and Dean (1970, 1972a)concluded that the
vibrational modes in the low-frequency region (200-600
cm-r) of the glass spectrum are strongly coupled, whereas in the high-frequency region (900-1200cm-r) of the
spectrum, the vibrational modes are much more localized. Substitution of Al3+ for Sia* may further increase
the localization of these modes. It is probably the localized nature of the v",(T-O-T) modes that causes the
2,.(Si-G-Al) and 2",(Si-O-Si) modes to appear at different frequencies. In the Raman spectrum of low albite
(White, 1975) the 2",(T-O-T) bands were observed at
1099,l03l and 977cm-r. The increasein the number of
2",(T-O-T) Raman bands in the spectrum of An compared with that of albite is due to an increase in the
populationof the unit cell of An (Z: 8, for An, whereasZ
= 4 for Ab). The shifts in the positions of the 2".(Si-O-Al)
bands of An toward lower frequencies relative to the
positions of corresponding bands of albite are due to an
increasein AVSi. If there had been a perfect ordering of
Al-Si in the synthetic anorthite usedin the present study,
all the 2.,(T-O-T) mode should have appearedat a lower
frequency than that of the zu.of albite. The presenceof
weak bands at 1124, 1072, and 1044 cm-r possibly
indicates that a small degree of Al-Si disorder exists in
the syntheticanorthite sample.Robie et a/. (1978)have
also pointed out that in an anorthite crystal, crystallized
from a glassat 1060'Cand l0 kbar H2O pressurefor 2 hr,
the Al-Si order was incomplete.

Table 3. Relationship between v.(T-O-T) frequency and the structural parametersin some tectosilicates
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Kempster et al. (1962)and Megaw et al. (1962)have
examined the structure of An by single-crystal X-ray
diffraction and have discussedthe results in detail. These
workers indicate that the ordering of Si and Al in An is
perfect within the limits of experimentalerror; that is, the
disorderis in any caseless than l}Vo (seeMegaw et a/.,
1962,p. 1023).The weak intensitiesof the Ramanbands
at 1124,1072,and,1044cm-r in the spectrumof crystalline An (Fie. 1) also imply that the degree of Al-Si
disorderin the An crystal is small. Although it is not yet
possible to provide a quantitative estimate of Al-Si
disorder from the Raman spectra,the results of this study
indicate that Raman spectroscopycould be useful in
detecting relatively small degrees of Al-Si disorder in
crystalline minerals.
Raman spectrum of the glass of An composition
The prominent features in the Raman spectrum of the
glassof An compositionare the strongband at 100cm-I,
a very strongband at 508cm-r, and a doubletin the 9fi)1200cm-l regioncomposedof a band of mediumintensity at -974 cm-r and a weak shoulder at -1100
cm-t 1Fig.l, Table 2). The positionsand intensitiesof the
Ramanbandsin the glassof An compositionare closely
relatedto thoseof the most prominentbandsobservedin
the spectrumof crystallineAn (Fig. l). The bandsin the
glass spectrum, however, are much broader than their
counterparts in the spectrum of crystalline An. As explained below, the broadening of Raman bands in the
spectrum of glass is presumably due to short-range variability and the absence of long-range order in the glass
structure.
The close resemblanceof the relative intensitiesand
positions of the Raman bands in the spectrum of glass of
CaAl2Si2Oscomposition to their counterpartsin the spectrum of An indicates that Al3+ ions in the glass are
present in four-fold coordination and act as network
formers. The local structure in the three-dimensional
network of CaAl2Si2O, glass can be qualitatively described by taking into account the positions and polarization of the Ramanbands. It is known that the intertetrahedral T-O-T angle in glassesis not the same everywhere
but rangesabout somemost likely value, estimatedto be
144"in SiO2, 133'in GeO2,and l43oin An glass(Taylor
and Brown, 1979).The glassprobablyhasan ensembleof
local environmentswith a statisticaldistribution of the
intertetrahedralangles.The variation ofthe T-O-T angle
is the basis of the short-rangevariability and long-range
disorder as well as the broadeningof the Ramanbands. In
this situation, the peak position of the z"(T-O-T) mode
would be related to the most probable T-O-T angle in the
glassstructure(Galeener,1979).The peak positionof the
strongestRaman band in the glassof An compositionis
close to that of z"(T-G-T) in the spectrum of crystalline
(Fig. 1). It is evident,therefore,that the most
CaAl2Si2OE
probable T-O-T angle in the glass of CaAl2Si2O6composition is close to that of crvstalline anorthite.

In addition to the T-O-T bond angle,another important
factor that can afect many physical and chemical properties of the melts and glassesis the network connectivity
(Bell and Dean, 1972b; Sharma et al., l98l). In the
classificationof the three-dimensionalnetwork of tetrahedra of minerals, the size of a tetrahedral ring is found to
be related to the energies of the tetrahedral structure
(Zoltai and Buerger, 1960; Zoltai, 1960).In minerals of
isochemical composition, the frequency of z"(T-O-T)
increaseswith decreasingring size (Table 3). The positions of the z"(T-O-T) in the spectra of An in the
crystallineand glassyphasesare very close (Table 3). It
can be concluded,therefore,that the glassofAn composition consists predominantly of four-membered rings of
SiOaand AlOa tetrahedra that are connectedin a more or
less random fashion. Close resemblancebetween the
short-rangestructure in the glassand anorthite crystals is
also consistent with the relatively small difference in the
densityand refractiveindex of An glass(D : 2.69 glcm3;
n : 1.574) relative to that of the anorthite crystal
( D = 2 1 6 g l c m 3n; o : 1 . 5 7 7n, B : 1 . 5 8 5n, r : l . 5 N )
(Smith, 1974;Deeret al., 1977),and the observedrapid
crystallizationof anhydrousAn glass above 845'C, the
glass transition point (Kirkpatrick et al., 1976, 1979).
The z,(T-O-T) appearsat a lower frequency (472 cm- | )
in the spectrum of albite glass than the corresponding
band (506 cm-r) in the spectrum of crystalline albite
(Sharmaet al., 1978).The frequency of z,(T-GT) for the
glass is close to that for crystalline LiAISi2O6-III (Table
3), which is composedof six-memberedrings of SiOaand
AlOa tetrahedra. The correlation between z,(T-GT) and
ring size in three-dimensional network structures thus
indicates that albite glass is composed predominantly of
six-memberedrings of SiOaand AlOa tetrahedra.Similar
conclusions about the structure of albite glass were
reachedby Sharmaet al. (1978)by comparingthe Raman
spectrumof albite with that of SiO2glass.On the basisof
X-ray radial distribution function (RDF) analysesof feldsparglasses,Taylor and Brown (1979)also proposedthat
the structure of calcic feldspar (An) glass is consistent
with a four-memberedring structure of the type found in
crystalline anorthite, whereas that of the alkali feldspar
glassesis consistentwith the six-memberedrings of the
type found in tridymite, nepheline, and kalsilite. The
resultsof the present investigationprovide further support to the above structural models of glassesof An and
Ab compositions.
Another aspect of An glass structure that requires
further discussionis the degreeofSi and Al disorder.The
2",(T-O-T) modes in the spectrum of An appear as a
strongband at -974 cm-r and a weak shoulderat - I 100
cm-r. In the Ramanspectrumof albite glass,thesebands
appearas a doublet composedof a weak band at -1012
cm-r and a medium-intensity band at -1108 cm-l
(Sharma et al., l97E). Theoretical calculations have
shown that, even in the spectraof glasses,vibrational
modesin the 900-1200cm-r resion are localized (Bell and
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Dean, 1970, 1972a).In analogy with the crystalline An
bands in the 900-1200cm-r region, the strong band at
-974 cm-r in the spectrum of An glassmay be attributed
to the antisymmetric Si-O-Al stretch mode. The -974
band is at lower frequency than its counterpart in the
spectrumof Ab glass(1012cm-r). The weak shoulderat
-l100 cm-r in the spectrumof An glassis very close in
positionto the mediumbandat I108cm-r in the spectrum
of Ab glass;consequently,thesebandsmay be assigned
to nearly pure 2",(Si-O-Si) stretch modes.
In the spectrumof glassof Ab composition(Si : Al = 3),
the low-frequency
band at l0l2 cm-ris lessintensethan
the high-frequencyband at -1108 cm-r. The observed
reversal in the intensity of the high-frequency band at
-1100 cm-r in the anorthiteglass(Si:Al = l) clearly
shows that this band is the nearly pure u.,(Si-O-Si)
stretch and the low-frequency component belongs to
the zu"(Si-O-Al) stretch mode. A comparison of the Raman spectraof the glassesalong the joins NaAlSi3O6Na2Al2Si2O6
and NaGaSi3Os-Na2Ga2Si2O6
shows that,
when Ga3+ is substitutedfor Al3*, the low-frequency
componentof the 2,.(T-O-T) stretch mode showsa larger
shift than the high-frequencyzu,(T-O-T) component(Virgo et a|.,1979b;Sharma,unpublisheddata),as is expected on the basisofthe presentassignmentofthese bands.
The weak shoulderat - I 100cm-r in the spectrumof An
glassindicatesthat, although a high degreeof Si-Al order
exists in the An glass, the Si-Al ordering is far from
perfect.
Raman spectrum of crystalline calcium-Tschermak's pyroxene
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The absencesmay be attributed to accidental degeneraciesof modes,low intensities,or both. The strongbandat
651 cm-r is characteristicof pyroxenechainsand correspondsto symmetric stretch of the bridging oxygen z.(TO-T). Raman spectraof other pyroxene minerals-e.9.,
diopside(CaMgSizOe),clinoenstatite(MgSiO3),and enstatite (MgSiO3)-include one or two intensebandsin the
650-680 cm-r range that have been assignedto the
motion of bridging oxygens in the chains (Fabel et al.,
1972 White,1975).The strongbandat 953cm-' is due to
symmetrical stretching of the terminal nonbridging oxygens, z.(T-O-), in the chains.In pure diopsideand other
alkaline-earthpyroxenesnot containingAl'* ions, v,(SiO-) appearsnear 1000cm-r and is very intense(White,
1975).The appearanceof the z,(T-O-) band at lower
frequency in the CaTs spectrumthan in spectraof nonaluminum-bearing pyroxenes can be attributed to isomorphous substitution of Al3* for Sia* in the chains that
results in longer T-O bonds (l.636A) in CaTs than the
averageSi-O bond length (1.634A)in diopside.With the
exceptionof the very weak band at 1071cm-r, all other
bands between 9fi) and 1200 cm-r appear at lower
frequenciesin the CaTs spectrum than the corresponding
bands of the a-spodumene spectrum (Sharma and Simons, 1981).If the very weak band at l07l cm-r is a
fundamentalmode, it may be attributed to the 2",(Si-GSi) mode, indicating the presenceof a small degreeof AlSi disorderin the chains.
The intensity of the 953 cm-r band in the CaTs
spectrumis 0.76times the intensityof the 651cm-r z,(TO-T) band. In the spectraofjadeite, a-spodumene(LiAlSi2O6-I)and diopside,the correspondingrelative intensities, r1(: 1 [v,(Si-O-)]/1[2,(Si-G-Si)]),are 0.45,0.51and
1.67, respectively(Sharma and Simons, 19E1;Sharma,

CaTs has a monoclinicstructure,spacegroup 4ntCZt
C) with Z = 2, that is composedof pyroxene chains of
r98r).
SiOaand AIO4 tetrahedra with Ca2* and half the Al3* in
In order to understand the difference in the relative
six-fold coordination acting as network modifiers (Grove
and Burnham, 1974;Okamtra et al., 1974).The presence intensitiesof the z,(SiO-) bandsof (TzOo)-chainsin the
of half the Al3* ions in six-foldcoordinationin CaTsgives spectra of isostructural pyroxene crystals, the factors
rise to distinct spectral features in the Raman spectrum responsible for the intensity of Raman bands of inter(Fig. 2). As a result, the spectrum of CaTs is easily atomic vibrationsof a complex ion or moleculemust be
distinguishedfrom spectraof other crystallinealuminosi- considered.It is known that the intensity of a Raman
licates,e.g., An (Fig. l), which haveall the Al3+in four- band is proportionalto (6ai/aQ)2, where da/dQ1 is the
derivative of the y component of the polarizability tensor
fold coordination.In the spectrumof CaTs, the bandsin
with respect to the normal coordinate of vibration Qs,
the 900-1200cm-r region are much strongerbecauseof
nonbridging oxygens, and the symmetrical stretching taken at the equilibriumposition (Long, 1977,p. 5l-71),
and the Raman intensities from vibrations of electrostatic
mode of O(br), y,(T-O-T), appears as a strong band at
linkages are probably 100 times less than the intensities
higherfrequency,651 cm-r lTable l), as comparedwith
the frequency of the z,(T-O-T) bands of aluminosilicate from the vibrations of covalent bonds (George et al.,
minerals in which A13+ ions are present as network- 1953;Hester, 1967).Becauseofthese factorsthe intermolecular vibrational modes of silicate anions dominate the
forming cations(seebelow).
Raman spectraof silicate crystals and glasses.The intenFactor-group analysis of CaTs indicates that 57 optic
modeswill be distributedamongthe following symmetry sities of the modes from the vibrations of largely ionic
bonds, such as alkali and alkaline-earth metal ions and
species(Rutstein and White, l97l; Adams and Hills,
1977):f = l4Ae G) + l6Be (R) + l3A" (IR) + l4B" (IR), nonbridging oxygens, are so weak that they are not
where R and IR refer to Raman and infrared active usually observed in the spectra. These cations, can,
modes, respectively. Only 18 of the 30 bands were however,influencethe intensityof the v,(Si-O-) bandsif
detectedin the Ramanspectrumof polycrystallineCaTs. the degree of electron sharing or covalent character
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between nonbridging oxygen and the metal ion increases
becauseincreasein the covalentcharacterbetweennonbridging oxygen and the metal ion will tend to reduce the
electron sharingin the Si-O- bonds. Sharma(1981)has
shown that there is a correlation between the (Mr-O)
bond distance(where M : Mgvl or AlvI) in pyroxenes
and the intensity of the z.(T-O-) bands of pyroxene
chains. The average(Mr-O) bond lengths for a-spodumene(Sp),jadeite (Jd), CaTs and diopside(Di) are 1.919,
1.928, 1.947, 2.0774, respectively (Clark et at., 1969;
Okamura et al., 1974). Although the variation in the
averagebond length between nonbridgingoxygen and M1
cation in clinopyroxenesmay be due to the compositional
change or to other structural factors, this variation implies that the degree of covalent character in the M1-O
bonds of the cation in clinopyroxene increasesin the
order Di < CaTs < Jd < Sp. This effect will result in a
decreasein electron sharing in the averageT-O- bond of
the (T2OJ- chainsin the reverseorder, i.e., Di > CaTs >
Jd > Sp, and therefore the (da;;/dQj for the z,(T-O-)
mode of the chain is expectedto decreasein the same
order. This deduction is consistent with the observed
decreasein the intensity ratio 11in the order ri (Di) > r;
(CaTs) > ri (Jd) > ri (Sp). The relative intensities of
symmetrical stretch modes of nonbridging and bridging
oxygen for pyroxene indicate that the relative intensities
ofthe nonbridgingoxygenbandsin the Ramanspectraof
pyroxenesare affected by the degreeof covalency of the
Al-O bonds even when Al3+ is six-fold coordinated and
acts as a network-modifying cation. This fact should be
considered when the structure of aluminosilicate melts
and glassesis inferred from the Raman spectra.
Raman spectra of a glass of CaTs composition

frequenciesthan the z,(T-O-) bands(White, 1975).For
these reasonsthe CaTs glass has a more polymerized
structurethan that of crystalline CaTs. As discussedin
the sectionon An glass,the weak polarizedshoulderat
-1048 cm-r in the spectrum of CaTs glass can be
assignedto the zu,(Si-O-Si) and indicates an increase in
Al-Si disorder in the CaTs glass relative to crytalline
CaTs. The band at -948 cm-l representsa coupled
antisymmetric stretch mode of SiOaand AlOa tetrahedra.
In the CaTs glass spectrum (Irr), the ratio /;, corr€sponding to the ratio of the integrated intensity of the
band contour from 8fi) to 1200 cm-r to the integrated
intensity of the band envelopefrom 2fi) to 7(X)cm-r, is
estimatedto be 0.69. For the glassof anorthitecomposition, the ri value is 0.43. This higher value of r; for CaTs
glassprobably indicatesthe presenceof a small number
of nonbridgingoxygensin the CaTs glass.As pointedout
in the sectionon experimentalmethods,the exact cationic composition of the CaTs glass is estimated to be
CaAll eSi6.ee.
If all the remainingAl3+ ions were in fourfold coordination and acting as network formers, the
CaTs glass would have on the average0.034 nonbridging
oxygen per tetrahedron. The high ratio, 4, for the CaTs
glass,however, cannot be accountedfor by only 0.034
nonbridgingoxygenper tetrahedron.It seems,therefore,
that a smallfraction (=l molVo)of the Al3+ ions may still
be presentin five- or six-fold coordinationin the glass,
and these act as network modifiers. The formation of a
small amount of crystalline Al2O3in quenchedmelts of
CaTs composition(Hays, 1966;Kirkpatrick and Steele,
1973)also indicatesthat at least some Al3+ ions in the
melt must have had coordination numbers higher than
four.

Polarized Raman spectra of CaTs glass, free from Raman spectrum of crystalline gehlenite
corunduminclusionsand with a compositioncloseto that
Crystalline gehlenite is a member of the melilite family
of CaTs (Fig. 2), indicate that all bands are polarized, and
and has a tetragonal cell, space groupD2a@42m), Z = 2
bands in the 450-600 cm-r region appear at lower fre(Louisnathan,1969,1970).Factor-groupanalysisshows
quencies(512 and 564 cm-t) than the z.(T-O-T) band
that the symmetry speciesof the (3N-3) optic modes in
(651 cm-t) in the spectrum of crystalline CaTs (see
the gehlenite crystal are distributed among the following
Tables I and 2). The I11spectrumof CaTs glass closely
symmetryspecies:
resemblesthe VV spectrum of CaTs glass reported by
Piriou and Alain (1979).The higherintensitiesof bandsin l:
l0Ar G) + 642 (i.a.) + 7Ar (R)
the I, CaTs glass spectrum (Fig. 2) as comparedwith the
+ t0B2 (R, IR) + l8E (R, IR)
intensitiesof correspondingbandsin the VH CaTs glass
spectrumof Piriou and Alain (1979)indicatessomecontri- where R is Raman-active;IR, infrared-active;and i.a.,
bution of I1,componentsto the I, spectrumin Figure2. In
inactivemode. Only 18 of the 45 expectedRaman-active
the 900-1100cm-rregion of the CaTs glassspectrum,a modes were detected in the Raman spectrum of Geh.
band envelope that is composedof a broad band at -948
Similarly, in the Raman spectra of akermanite (Ak) and
cm-r and a shoulderat -1048 cm-1, is observed.In the sodiummelilite (SM) only 12 and 17 bands,respectively,
Raman spectra of crystalline aluminosilicates involving were observed(Sharmaand Yoder, 1979).The absences
polymerized network structures, z,(T-O-T) bandsappear may be due to accidentaldegeneraciesof some modes,
at lower frequenciesthan the correspondingbands in the their weak intensities,or both.
spectra of crystals having less polymerized structures,
In the spectrum of gehlenite the strongestband at 626
such as Si-Al sheetsor chains. Furthermore, in the lfi)0cm-r is a symmetrical stretching, z"(T-O-T), mode of
12fi) cm-l region of the spectra the antisymmetric bridgingoxygenofthe pyrosilicateanions.In the spectra
stretching modes of bridging oxygens appear at higher of akermaniteand sodium melilite, the z,(Si-O-Si) bands
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of the Si2O9-group appearat 661 and 648 cm-r, respectively (Sharmaand Yoder, 1979).lnthe Ramanspectraof
(where
crystalline pyrosilicatesof the type A2Pb2Si2O7
A = K, Rb, or Cs) the z,(Si-G-Si) stretch modesappear
at 669, 668, and 666 cm-r, respectively (Tarte et al.,
1973).The T-G-T bond anglein Geh is estimatedto be
130.6'(Louisnathan,1969)and is smalleras comparedto
T-O-T bond angle in akermanite (143') and sodium
melilite (136.2")(Louisnathan,1970).The decreasein the
T-O-T bond angle is expected to decreasethe frequency
of the u"(T-O-T) mode of the T2O7 group (Lazarev,
1972).Substitutionof Al for Si in the pyrosilicateunit
may further lower the frequency of the z,(T-O-T) mode
becausethis modeinvolvesmotion of both O and T atoms
(Tarteet al.,1973). Evidently, the decreasein the T-O-T
bond angle and substitutionof Al for Si ion in pyrosilicates shifts the z,(T-O-T) band toward lower frequencies. The shouldersat 655 and 841 cm-r and the band at
796 cm-t in the spectrumof Geh do not have counterparts in the spectrumof the Ak crystal, but shouidersat
665,724,and 894cm-l were detectedin the spectrumof
SM (Sharmaand Yoder, 1979).The shouldersat 655 and
841 cm-l and the band at 796 cm-t may therefore be
assignedto vibrational modes involving AIO+ tetrahedra
that are presentin both crytalline SM and Geh at a site
having the point-group symmetry of 4 (Louisnathan,
t969,19',10).
In the 900-1200cm-r region of the Geh spectrum,
bandsof medium intensity appearat 914 and 977 cm-t,
and weak bands appearat 998 and 1005cm-r (Table l,
Fig. 3). In the spectrumof crystallineakermanite,correspondingbands appear at 904 (vs), 986 (w), 1023(vw),
and 1067(w) cm-r (wherethe lettersin parenthesesrefer
to band intensities,i.e., v, very; w, weak; s, strong)
(Sharmaand Yoder, 1979).The bands at 904 and 986
cm-r were assignedto symmetricalstretchingmodes of
terminal oxygens, whereas the bands at 1023 and 1067
cm-l were assignedto antisymmetricstretchingof oxygensin akermanite.Accordingly,in the spectrumof Geh,
the 914 and977cm-rbands and the 998 and 1005cm-r
bands are attributed to symmetric stretch of nonbridging
oxygenand antisymmetricstretchof oxygenof the pyrosilicategroup,respectively.The intensityratio r;, i.e., the
intensityat 914cm-rrelative to that at 626 cm-r, in the
spectrumof Geh is estimatedto be 0.35 (Fig. 3). In the
spectrumof Ak and SM, r; are 1.28and 0.25,respectively. In the spectrumof SM the z.(Si-O-) band at 930cm-r
is alsomuch weakerthan the v,(Si-O-) in the spectrumof
Ak (Sharmaand Yoder, 1979).
Thesedifferencesin the relative intensities of the z.(SiO-) bandsof T2O7groups in the spectraof isostructural
melilite crystals are similar to the diferences observed in
the relative intensitiesof the z,(Si-O-) bandsof (TzOo)pyroxenechains,and are discussedin the sectionon the
Ramanspectrumof crystallineCaTs. Sharma(1981)has
shown that there is a correlation between the (M-O) bond
distances(where M : Mg or Al at the site of point-group
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symmetry 4) in melilites and the intensities of the v'(TO-) bands. The average (M-O) bond lengths in Geh
(l.7S5A) and SM (1.7624) are smaller than the average
(M-O) bond length in Ak (1.874) (Louisnathan, 1969,
1970).Although the variation in the averagebond length
between nonbridging oxygen and the M cation in melilite
may be due to compositionalchangeor to other structural
factors, this variation implies that the degreeof covalent
character in the M-O bonds of the cation at the 4 site in
melilite increasesin the order Ak < Geh < SM. This
effect will result in a decreasein electron sharing in the
averageT-O- bond of theTzOzion in the reverse order,
i.e., Ak > Geh > SM, and thereforethe (AaijlaQk)for the
v,(T-O-) modeis expectedto decreasein the sameorder.
This deductionis consistentwith the observeddecrease
in the intensity ratio ri in the order ri(Ak) > ri(Geh) >
ri(SM). In the spectrum of crystalline Geh the bands at
998and lfi)5 cm-r assignedto zu"(Si-O-Al) modes(Table
l) appear at lower frequencies than the corresponding
v".(Si-O-Si)bands(1023and 1067cm-r; in the spectrum
of crystallineAk. This shift is expectedbecauseone Sia*
in the pyrosilicate group of Geh is substituted for by a
four-fold coordinated Al3+ ion, charge-balancedby a
calcium ion (Sharma et al., 1978).
The data outlined above clearly show that the degreeof
covalency between nonbridging oxygens of the TzOz
pyrosilicate anion and a four-fold coordinated network
modifyingAl3* cation at the site of symmetry4 decreases
the intensity of the symmetric stretching mode of nonbridging oxygens in the spectraof melilite. The degreeof
covalency between the terminal oxygen of the pyroxene
chain and the six-fold coordinated Al3+ cation also has a
similar effect on the intensity of the z.(Si-O-) band in the
spectraof pyroxenes(Sharma, l98l). The effect of the
degreeof covalency of the Al-O bonds of the aluminum
ion at the 4 sitein meliliteson the intensityand positionof
the symmetrical stretching mode of nonbridging oxygen,
z,(T-O-T), is, however, small-the z.(T-O-T) mode
givesrise to a strongband at 661(Ak), 648(SM), and626
(Geh) cm-r. For Al3* ions, the concept of networkmodifying and network-forming cations is only an approximation; both the coordination number and the degree of covalency in the Al-O bonds are important when
the role of Al3* is inferred from the Raman spectra.
Raman spectrum of glass of Geh composition
The prominent features in the spectrum of Geh composition are strong and polarized bands at 84 and 552 cm-r
and a very strong and polarized band at 896 cm-r (Fig. 3,
Table 2). In addition, weak bandsappearat .-371 cm-r,
best seen in the 11 spectrum (Fig. 3), and two weak and
polarizedshoulders,at -662and 1004cm-t 1Fig.3, Table
2).
A comparisonof the spectrumof glassof Geh composition with that of crystalline Geh (Fig. 3) clearly shows
that the z,(T-G-T) band appearsat lower frequency (552
cm-r) thanthat of crystallineGeh (626cm-t, Table 1)and
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that the intensityof the band in the 900-1200cm-r range
in the glassspectrumis much strongerthan the intensities
of the correspondingbands in the spectrum of crystalline
Geh. It is evident, therefore,that there is no correlation
betweenthe intensitiesand positionsof the most prominentbandsin the spectraof glassof Geh compositionand
crystallineGeh (Table l, Fig. 3).
In the spectrum of Geh glass the appearanceof the
v,(T-O-T) band at lower frequency than in the spectrum
of crystallineGeh indicatesthat the structureof Geh glass
is more polymerized than that of crystalline Geh. The
ratio r; in the spectrumofGeh glass,correspondingto the
ratio of the integrated intensity of the band contour from
800 to 1150cm-rto the integratedinrensity of the band
envelopefrom 354 to 730 cm-r, is estimatedto be 1.64.
The value of ri for Geh glass is much higher than for
glassesof An (r; = 0.43) and CaTs (ri : 0.69) compositions.
Raman measurements on a number of silicate and
aluminosilicateglasseshave shown that the value of 4 in
the glassspectrumincreaseswith increasein the number
of nonbridgingoxygensin the glass(Brawer and White,
1975,1977;Verweij and Konijnendijk, 1976;Sharmaer
al.,1978;Mysen et al.,1980;Sharmaand Simons,l98l).
Evidently, the Geh glass has a higher number of nonbridgingoxygensthan glassesof An and CaTs composition. In the spectrumof crystallineGeh (Fig. 3) the value
of 11,the intensity of 914 cm-r relative to that of 626
cm-r, is 0.35. The higher value of 4 for glass of Geh
compositionthan for crystalline Geh indicatesthat the
nonbridging oxygens of the Geh glass have a higher
degreeof covalent character in the nonbridging bonds to
T (where T : Si, Al) than the correspondingbonds in
crystalline Geh. It appearsthat to a large extent Al3+ ions
in the Geh glass act as network formers and are chargebalancedby C** ions. In an aluminosilicatenetwork
structuresuchas the Geh glass,there is one Ca2* ion per
formula unit (Ca2AlAlSiOz) to be charge-balancedby
nonbridgingoxygens.One would expectfrom the stoichiometry of Gehglass,therefore,that there would be on the
average0.33O- ion per TOatetrahedron(whereT : Si or
Al). The position of the z.(T-O-) band in the 900-1200
cm-l region of the spectrum can provide information
about the number of nonbridgingoxygens attached to
silicon atoms. In the spectrum of Geh glass the strong
band appears at 896 cm-l accompaniedby a weak
shoulder at 1004 cm-r. In the spectrum of crystalline
CaTs,the band appearsat 953cm-r (Fig.2, Table l) and
correspondsto two nonbridgingoxygensper TOatetrahedron. The strong z,(T-O-) band in the spectrum of Geh
glass and the appearance of the band at much lower
frequency indicate that the speciesresponsiblehas more
than two nonbridgingoxygens.
In the spectrum of glass of monticellite composition
(CaMgSiOa)the z.(Si-O-) mode of SiOX- was observed
at 850 cm-r (McMillan et al., l98l). In the spectra of
glassesof Ak and diopsidecompositions,polarizedshoul-

ders at -858 and 885 cm-|, respectively, have been
attributed to the z,(Si-O-) mode of the randomly oriented
SiOf- groups in the glass (Sharma and Yoder, 1979).lt
seemsthat the frequency of the z.(Si-O-) mode of the
SiOX- group in the glass increases with increase in the
degree of polymerization of the silicate network. In the
spectra of glassesalong the joins CaG-SiO2 and MgOCaO-SiO2the presenceof a sharp band at 870 cm-r has
been attributed to the y.(Si-O-) mode of SiOl- groups
(Mysen et al., 1980).By analogy,the strongband at 896
cm-r in the spectrum of Geh glass is assignedto the
presenceof SiOX- groups in the aluminosilicate network
structureof the glass.The weak shoulderat - 1004cm-r
may be attributed to the antisymmetric stretch of bridging
oxygen, y",(T-O-T). If there are a few tetrahedra having
one nonbridgingoxygen (T-O-) in the network of Geh
glass,the stretchingof these nonbridgingoxygens may
also contributeto the shoulderat -10(X cm-r.
In summary, the Raman spectra of crystalline Geh and
glass of Geh composition indicate that the structure of
Geh glassis more polymerized than that of the crystalline
Geh and contains an appreciableamount of the SiOXgroup randomly oriented in the glass network, chargebalancedby the Ca2+ion. De Jonget at. (1981)have also
pointed out that, although the number of bridging [O(br)]
and nonbridgingoxygens[O(nbr)] in the glassis fixed by
the stoichiometry of the glass, the distribution of O(nbr)
in the glassvaries with the kind of alkali or alkaline-earth
atom present. It appears from the present Raman data
that in the Geh glass the Ca2* ions prefer SiOf- monomers(Oospecies),and thereforethe glasshas a minimum
dispersionof Ca2* ions (Engelhardtet a\.,1975;de Jong
et al., l98l).
In the spectrumofGeh glassa strongand broadbandat
85 cm-r, which is easily resolved from the descending
Rayleightail (Fie. 3), is characteristicofglass spectraand
correspondslargely to the thermal population of disorder
induced, density-of-statesof the vibrational modesarising from lowJying optic modesas well as the higherJying
acousticmodes(Shukerand Gamon, 1970,1971;Winterling, 1975).In the spectraof glassesof An and CaTs the
low-frequencybandsappearat lfi) and 96 cm-l respectively (Table2, Figs. I and 2). Theselow-frequencybands
correspond to intramolecular motions and are very important becausethey dominatethe thermodynamicpropertiesof melts (Angell et al., 1969;Shukerand Gammon,
l97l). It shouldbe emphasizedthat theselow-frequency
bandsdo not influence the high-frequencyintermolecular
modesthat provide information about the structural units
in the glassesand melts.
In the spectra of the glasses of Ak and diopside
composition, weak and broad bands at 358 and -340
cm-r, respectively,were observedand assignedto {CaO) modes.The weak band at -371 cm-r in the spectrum
of Geh may be assignedto the {Ca-O) stretchingmode.
The presenceof the z(Ca-O) band of Geh glass at higher
frequency than the correspondingband of the glassesof
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ion has five- or six-fold coordination and acts as a
network modifier. Similarly, the presence of the z.(T-OT) band in the spectrum of Geh glass at much lower
frequency than the corresponding band in the spectrum of
Conclusions
crystalline gehlenite has been attributed to predominantly
The Raman rpe"iru of crystalline CaAlzSizOe, tetrahedrally coordinated Al3* charge-balanced by Ca2*
in the aluminosilicate network of the glass. The 0.33
CaAlSiO6,and Ca2AlAlSiOTshow characteristicbandsof
pyroxene,
feldspar,
and melilite, respectively. Raman nonbridging oxygen per tetrahedron required by the stoispectroscopycan be used, therefore, as one of the chiometry of gehlenite glass exists largely in the form of
techniquesto distinguishthesemineralsfrom each other SiOf- monomers in the polymerized network, and beand also to provide indirect information about the struc- cause of these monomeric silicate species, Ca2+ has
tural role of the Al3* ions. The presenceof weak bands rninimum dispersion in the glass.
In summary, the present study has shown that Raman
correspondingto zu,(Si-O-Si)modes, in addition to the
sharp and well-defined z",(Si-O-Al) bands in the spec- spectroscopy not only is a sensitive tool for detecting the
presence of nonbridging oxygen in the aluminosilicate
trum of crystalline anorthite, implies a small degreeof Sipresent
network but also provides information about the distribuIn
Al disorder in the sampleused in the
study.
CaTs, the presence of half the Al3* ion in six-fold tion of the local Si environment and in favorable cases
coordinationenhancesthe intensitiesof the bandsresult- about the coordination of alkaline-earth cations.

Ak and Di compositionmay be attributed to the shorter
Ca-O bond lengths in the Geh glass as compared with
Ca-O bonds in the Ak and Di glasses.

ing from the nonbridgingoxygensin the 900-1200cm-'
regionof the spectrum.In Geh, however,the presenceof
half the Al3+ ions as tetrahedrally coordinated network
modifiers at the 4 site in the structure decreases the
intensitiesof the symmetrical stretchingbands of nonbridgingoxygenscomparedwith thoseof the corresponding bandsin the spectrumof non-Al-bearingmelilite,e.9.,
akermanite. Substitution of Al3* ions for alkali and
alkaline-earthnetwork modifiersin pyroxenesand melilites afects the positions and intensities of the z,(T-O-T)
Raman bands to a lesser extent. The intensitiesof the
bandsassociatedwith the motion of nonbridgingoxygens
are, however, considerably decreasedbecauseof the
more covalent character of Al-O(nbr) bonds. In the light
oftheseobservations,it is suggested
that when inferences
are made from the Raman spectraon the role of the Al3*
ion in aluminosilicatemelts, both the positionsand the
relative intensities of the bands associatedwith the motion of bridging and nonbridging oxygens should be
considered.
On the basis of similarity in the Raman spectra of
crystallineAn and glassof An composition,it has been
confirmed that the random network of the glass contains
predominantly four-membered rings of TOa tetrahedra
similar to those presentin crystallineAn. A high degree
of Si-Al order exists in the An glass; this order is,
however, far from perfect.
There is no similarity between the Raman spectra of
glassesand thoseof isochemicalcrystalsof CaTsand Geh
compositions. In the spectrum of glass of approximately
CaTs composition the z"(T-O-T) bands appear at lower
frequency than the correspondingbands in the spectrum
of crystalline CaTs, indicating that the structure of the
glassis more polymerized than that of the crystal. On the
basisof the relative intensity of the Ramanbandsassociated with the antisymmetric and symmetric stretching
motion of bridgingoxygen,it is proposedthat in the CaTs
glass AI3+ remains predominantly in tetrahedral coordination. and onlv a small fraction (=l mol%o\of the Al3*
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